
 

 

 

 



Photo of Ceausescu: "main pork",  or  "pig head. That board where his head was glued was originally 

showing which direction the place called "Disznófő" can be found. 

The absurd atmosphere of intimidation 

 

Doina Cornea, a teacher from Cluj Napoca, because of her conviction and activities that unveiled the 

illegitimacies of the regime, to say the least became an uncomfortable person for the fascist leader of 

Bucharest. First the brave oppositionist, who was struggling against the family military dictatorship, 

disappeared, and then she was hurt brutally two times. 

Ceauşescu’s regime once again stomped with foot the constitution and the universal statement of 

human rights. How long can these abnormalities go on? A Cuvîntul Ardealului (The word of 

Transylvania), the international organization fighting for the human rights of people living in Romania 

appeals to all benevolent states, governments, senates, all of its honest believers, to consistently 

take action against this murderous regime. The killings near the Yugoslav and Hungarian borders, and 

of political opponents throughout the country became an everyday phenomena. In the Romania of 

the Ceauşescu-regime, so far no securitate-employee or policeman was condemned for mistreating, 

torturing or killing suspects, even though thousands died in the torture chambers of the repressive 

regime. Sergeant Tirihi, one of the police officers of Sibiu County, killed a detainee in the courtyard of 

the police building – he still remained unpunished. Among the blood spots drying on the hands and 

the soul of the military despotic of Bucharest, there is the blood of the 14 years old Arthur and the 15 

years old Gyula, who were murdered by the Romanian border guards some days after the holy feast 

of Easter. We could continue the examples, the list is incredibly long. 

We request the public opinion of the world to join the appeal of the international organization of 

Cuvîntul Ardealului! Demand together from the family-military dictatorship to leave the teacher, 

Doina Cornea alone, and to give explanation to the commanded and executed illegitimacies! The 

Bucharest regime, led by fascist dictator Ceauşescu is the shame of the political map of the world. 

 


